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NEWSLETTER

XVIII HABANOS FESTIVAL TOOK PLACE IN CUBA 
FROM 29 FEBRUARY TO 4 MARCH UNDER THE STAR SIGN OF 
THE 50TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE ABSOLUTE GLOBAL LEADER 

IN CIGARS COHIBA

HAVANA, MARCH 2016
For the 18th consecutive year Cuba hosted the most prestigious 
international event for lovers of the world’s finest cigars – 
Habanos. The programme of the XVIII Habanos Festival paid 
tribute to COHIBA – the most distinguished and exclusive 
global brand. 

“Cohiba” is the first name of tobacco. It was registered by 
Christopher Columbus in his diaries on the Tainos tribe. Cohiba 
is cutting-edge, innovative, ultra-premium, luxury. It has taken 
up the challenge to surprise aficionados and collectors with 
prestigious novelties and distinctiveness. Blending love and 
traditions into perfection, Cohiba is the pride of the Cuban 
tobacco culture and has the magic of temptation. 

BLESSED MYSTIQUE AND ENIGMA
The storied history of the brand links up the fates of great 
Individuals, traditions, excellence, human destinies of people 
like Fidel Castro, Celia Sanchez, Eduardo Ribero, the first school 
of woman torcedors and the precision in their selection, the 
history of the House of Mysteries. 
The rich residential quarter of the American, British and Cuban 
sugar bourgeoisie is the place hosting the remarkable El Laguito 
factory. Built as the residence of a rich, socially active family, 
after the death of the house patriarch it was given to estate 
companies and was abandoned for some time. After 1970 it 
became the home of the first school of woman torcedors who, 
under the leadership of Eduardo Ribero, developed the protocol 
cigars of the young Cuban state. Fidel Castro demonstrated 
exceptional vision by developing the new cigar brand. 

Uno de los grandes amores de los Cubanos – el Habano
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COHIBA – THE MAGIC FORCE OF TEMPTATION

THIS YEAR THE BRAND CELEBRATES ITS 50TH ANNIVERSARY 
WITH THREE EXCLUSIVITY LEVELS AND THREE NEW EDITIONS:

This is an addition to the Siglo line in a 
new format which responds to modern 
trends. It will be blended in the line as 
a standard edition with a short modern 
format and medium to strong flavour. It 
takes the size of Siglo I and Siglo VI – 
length of 102 mm and ring gauge 52.

COHIBA 
MEDIO SIGLO 

HUMIDOR COHIBA 
MAJESTUOSOS 1966

First jubilee edition with exclusive production 
– exactly 1966 pieces for the whole world. 
Branded with an additional jubilee ring, 
Cohiba Majestuosos 1966 is a cigar with 
a respectable size and exquisite flavour. 
Strong taste territory favoured by lovers of 
intensive and complex flavours. The edition 
is placed in an exclusive humidor with 
elegant and simple line, curved profile with 
stylised 1960ies vintage line, coated with 
ten layers of brilliant polish. 

COHIBA 
50 ANNIVERSARIO

The second ultra-exclusive jubilee 
edition. A limited number of humidors 
– 50, with 50 Cohiba Grandiosos 
each. The first cigar with a ring gauge 
of 60 mm in the history of Habanos. 
An additional ring with very modern 
decorative topography in combination 
with the most exquisite colonial style 
printing techniques adorns each of 
the 2500 cigars rolled and individually 
numbered. >>

HABANOS WORLD

Three of the four Cohiba’s filler leaves – 
seco, ligero and medio tiempo, undergo 
additional fermentation in cedar barrels. 
This takes tobacco’s strength and softens 
its flavour. 

In 1966 the brand was launched as Fidel 
Castro’s protocol cigar and in 1982 it 
made its start on the global market. 
Cohiba is currently presented in four 
premium lines: Classic, Siglo, Maduro 
and Behike. 

The Cohiba brand gave birth to all 
exclusive global editions – Jarra 
Cerramica, Reserva and Grand Reserva.

>> The 50 cigars are placed in a cabinet 
humidor made of the rare noble cedar, 
sycamore and ebony woods. After a long 
process of experimentation, the face of 

the humidor was decorated with carefully 
selected authentic ligero Vuelta Abajo leaves 
coated with 24-carat gold leaf. A combination 
of varnishes and a special extraction 
technique to extract the air between the 
leaves and the golden leaf have been used. 
The delicate workmanship is the work of the 
French designers from Elie Blue. 

The humidor contains the accessories 
needed by every cigar aficionado – a travel 
humidor for five cigars made of ebony and 
cedar and featuring the image of Cuba island 
coated with 24-carat gold; an ashtray of fine 
Armenian obsidian with authentic Vuelta 
Abajo leaves coated with 24-carat gold leaf; 

purera; a special drawer for the rings of the 
cigars smoked. 

Cohiba 50 Anniversario are collector’s 
pieces of exceptional value. Each humidor is 
numbered and will bear the name of its owner 
with a certificate of ownership and authenticity 
signed by Habanos S.A. Corporation. In 
addition, the humidor has a device for 
distant control of air temperature and 
humidity controlled by a mobile smartphone 
application. 

Humidor N1 was presented at the Gala Dinner 
auction and was bought for EUR 320 000. The 
amount was donated for Cuban healthcare. 
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A COUPLE OF OTHER BRANDS AND CONCEPTS WERE ALSO GIVEN ATTENTION DURING THE FESTIVAL. 

THIS YEAR’S NOVELTIES ARE: 

There was exceptional female presence in the annual challenge 
of obtaining the longest unbroken ash in which the participants 
patiently kept the ash of their Ramon Allones Gigantes. The 
winner was a UK aficionado. 

The XVIII Habanos Festival rolled out in five emotional days, 
featuring an international musical line-up, surprises and 
uniqueness. 

Anejados – a Habanos concept 
launched in 2014 with two editions, 
presenting cigars which have been 
already rolled and aged for 5 to 8 years, 
commercialised in their original boxes. 
The years give the cigars experience, 
sensuality, character, elegance and 
mysticism, without affecting their initial 
organoleptic characteristics. Anejados 
reminds of something ineffable which 
makes us long for it, it surprises the 
aficionado and leads him to new heights 
and sensations. 
All boxes are stamped Revisado, 
which means that each cigar has been 
inspected before its commercialisation. 
The new editions announced this year – 
Partagas Coronas Gordas and Hoyo de 
Monterrey Hermosos No 4 will be on the 
marked in the summer of 2016.

Traditionally, the Festival programme was full of a variety 
of activities, visits to factories and plantations, a business 
seminar. A special evening paid tribute to the torcedor 
profession dating back to 200 years ago. 

On the occasion of its 15th edition, the Habanosommelier 
International Contest was held in a new format – Maestro 

de Maestros. The winners from the past 10 years took part 
in the Grand Finale. Put to several tests – the cutting and 
lighting ritual, making a descriptive tasting, interactive 
communication with clients, pairing cigars with a number of 
drinks, the participants showed their talent and the trophy 
went to the Cuban school. 
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T orcedor Santiago Napole from 
Cuba visited Bulgaria for almost 
two months at the invitation of 

Kaliman Caribe. Habanos aficionados 

had the opportunity to see first-hand 
the ancient torcedor profession and 
to have a look at the trick of the trade 
of hand-rolled Habana cigars. The 

atmosphere during the demonstration in 
Premium Cigars & Tobacco и La Casa 
del Habano was one of curious glances, 
unabated enthusiasm and friendly chat. 

TORCEDOR SANTIAGO NAPOLE 
SHOWED EXCELLENCE IN ROLLING HABANOS AND VISITED BULGARIA, 

ARMENIA, ALBANIA AND MACEDONIA

HABANOS BULGARIA
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